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Summary:
Slow progress by the fencing contractor, Crown Fence, increased the margin of safety for
biologists monitoring for Desert tortoises in the area. Another contractor, Helio-Power,
was also busy in the Block 8 “Nose” area installing air quality monitoring stations; all
activities were carefully monitored by the biologists. Kit-fox management on and off the
project advanced very quickly on Friday, as a research team comprised of CDFG and
BLM scientists began regional health assessments of the Kit-foxes. They successfully
captured and examined several Kit-foxes during the last few days of the week. Otherwise
the biologists made a quick check of the trees on The Project, but otherwise found none,
they will be checked again later.

Monday 2 Jan:
No construction activities on The Project; biologists conduct wildlife observations and
survey parts of the Phase 2 area. One Burrowing owl was noted but no other fauna.

Tuesday 3 Jan:
Careful monitoring of the Crown Fence work along the north edge of the Block 8 “Nose”
area is ongoing. Biologists also surveyed the last of the Northern part of The Project for
signs of Kit-foxes; none were found.

Wednesday 4 Jan:
Crown Fence work progressing unusually slowly due to collapsing postholes. Otherwise,
all trees on the project were checked for bird nesting activity, none was found.

Thursday 5 Jan:
All the translocated tortoises and the control group tortoises were checked, no new
movements observed. Otherwise Aggregate crews work on catchment basins on the
Southern edge of The Project.

Friday 6 Jan:
CDFG and BLM personnel arrive on site to assess the health of Kit-foxes residing on the
project.

Saturday 7 Jan:
Biologists assist the CDFG researchers with Kit-fox health assessments on and off the
project. No other construction activities due to the weekend.

Sunday 8 Jan:
No construction activities again today. Biologists conducted surveys in the un-cleared
habitat east of the Safe Harbor Materials Storage Area. No observations of note were
made.

